
accommodating the movement to their weakness. Frequently a woman 
I mill be seen to join the circle with an infant upon her back and dance 
f with the others, but should she show the least sign of approaching 
'excitement watchful friends lead her away that no harm may come to 
\the child. Dogs are driven off from the neighborhood of the circle lest 
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German ,si!xzr, because the metal had come from the  whit^ man. a ' Among the southern tribes, on the contrary, hats were sometimes worn 
in the dance, although this was not considered in strict accordance with 
the doctrine. 

1 jzstrument i s  pssBd in the dance, - --- a'- z - 3  
ual dancer in imitation of a trance 

In this respect particularly the Ghost dance differs from every 
other Indian dance. Neither are any fires built wjthin the-ax&, so lviSion. -----_- 
far as known, with any tribe excepting t h e ~ a l a ~ a i .  The northern 
Cheyenne, however, bailt four fires in a peculiar fashion outside of the 
circle, as already described. With most tribes the dance mas performed 
around a trz$r;po@ planted in the center and variously decorated. 
I n y o u t h e r n  plains, however, only the Kiowa seem ever to have 
followed this method, they sometimes dancing around a cedar tree. On 
breaking the circle a t  the end of the d m =  as pwkxrners shook $6~- 
blankets or shawls in the sir, with the idea of driving away all evil 
influen&s. On iater instructions from the messiah all then went 
down tokakhe jn the stream, the men in one place and the women in 
another, before going to their tipis. The idea of washing away eril 
things, spiritual as well as earthly, by bathing in running water is too 

atural and universal to need comment. 
The peculiar ceremonies of prayer and invocation, with the l@nx,n- 

of hands and the, stroking of'-€he tace anii ~ o c i ~ ~ h a v ~ ~ v e r a l  times -- --e----= - - 
d and need only be mentioned h w .  As trance visions 
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eiiTAt%6 subjects strove to inlitate what they had seen 
in the spirit world, especially where they had taken part with their 

friends in some of the old-time games. In this way gaming Ax -). 
sticks, hummers, and other ,.:~ 

in future dances, accompanied with 
sometimes took on 

ion of Indian curios on a small scale. 

THE CROW DANCE 

Within the last few years the southern Arapaho aud Cheyenne have 
developed an auxiliary dance called the "crow dance," which ia per- 
formed in the afternoon as a lweliminary to the regular Ghost dance at 
night. As i t  is no part of the original Ghost dance and is confined to 


